WINE LIST

MALTESE WHITE WINES
PALATINO CHARDONNAY D.O.K. - CAMILLERI WINES

Full

€20.00

Half

€14.00

Locally grown Chardonnay with an elegant nose of crisp apples supported,
supported , by
an intense, mediummedium-bodied palate of ripe,
ripe , fleshy fruit and melon
melon.
elon.
€18.00

LA TORRE SAUVIGNON BLANC - MARSOVIN
The warm Maltese growing climate contributes to the tropical fruit aromas of
this wine: pineapples, lychees & passion fruit with a light herbaceous element.
It is a mediummedium-bodied wine with refreshing acidity
acidity and a lingering finish.

€20.00

CARAVAGGIO CHENIN BLANC - MARSOVIN
A dry white wine with aromas reminiscent of peaches and apricots, underlined
by a hint of green apple. Well balanced with refreshing levels of acidity, it is
ideal with light dishes
dishes such as salads, fish and poultry dishes.

€27.00

ASTARTE VERMENTINO - MERIDIANA
Bright yellow. Nose reminds of resin, dried fruits, pine wood. Quite intense
mouth, with a lot of balsamic note and a mango, pine kernel and pear finish.
ISIS CHARDONNAY - MERIDIANA

Full

€30.00

Half

€20.00

Isis is characterized by fresh, natural, tropical fruit flavours. The name Isis
recalls the Phoenician goddess of sailors whose vigilant eye still graces the
prow of the Maltese fishing luzzu.

OLD WORLD WHITE WINES
FRANCE
RIESLING – HUGEL & FILS - ALSACE

€33.00

Riesling is often described as the 'king' of Alsace grapes. This wine has a deep
golden colour and a complex, rich floral nose with scents of citrus fruit. The
palate is dry, fruity and long lasting. Balanced and elegant.
GEWURZTRAMINER – HUGEL & FILS - ALSACE

€35.00

Rich, spicy nose with lovely rose petal and litchi fruit flavours. A delicious
sweet tasting wine with a dry finish.
POUILLY FUME` - DOMAINE ALEXANDRE BAIN – LOIRE

€49.00

Situated across the river from Sancerre, the region of Pouilly produces a fuller
Sauvignon Blanc than its famous neighbour. This example has the classic citrus
notes of ‘Pouilly Fume’ but the palate develops into fully rounded flavours of
tropical fruits,
fruits, herbs and minerals. Made with biodynamic methods, it has a
minimum of sulphites making it an absolute joy to drink.
CHABLIS ‘PREMIER CRU’ MONTMAINS
DOM. JEAN PAUL DROIN – BURGUNDY
This youthful wine displays appealing layered flavors reminiscent
reminiscent of crisp
apples and minerals, with a hint of sea salt. That suggestive saline note is what
makes Chablis so good for drinking alongside fish and shellfish.

€55.00

ITALY
TOSCANA BIANCO – VILLA ANTINORI - TUSCANY

€24.00

Made mainly from traditional Tuscan
Tuscan grape varieties, notably Trebbiano and
Malvasia, with a small addition of Chardonnay and Pinot Bianco. The blend of
native and international varieties creates a fresh, stylish wine that maintains
the typical character of this region.
SOAVE - BOLLA - VENETO

€25.00

Garganega, from Veneto regions, forms the base of the best Soaves. It is also
bottled on its own. It makes a richly fruited, soft, medium bodied white wine
redolent of melon, green plum, & faint citrus fruits
GAVI DI GAVI - ‘ORO’ LA SCOLCA - PIEMONTE

€26.00

Intense bouquet of peach, fresh almonds and melon with delicate and
harmonious fresh fruit flavours in the mouth. Dry, crisp and refreshing, with a
balanced acidity and persistent aftertaste.
GRECO DI TUFO - ANTICA HIRPINIA - CAMPANIA

€30.00

A rich and powerfully aromatic nose shows aromas of apple, peach, citrus
fruits and a touch of white flowers .On the palate it is soft and well balanced
with excellent acidity framing stone fruit and pear flavours plus a touch of
nuttiness to finish.

SPAIN
MALVASIA – BODEGAS FARINA COLIEGIATA BLANCO - TORO
A clean, fresh, fruit forward, juicy, aromatic white with great lively acidity.
Green apples, mineral notes and a touch of peach lead to a very pleasant
finish.

€22.00

NEW WORLD WHITE WINES
€23.00

SEMILLON-CHARDONNAY - EAGLEHAWK - AUSTRALIA
A bright, zesty
z esty wine bringing together two classic Australian varieties; with the fresh
citrus and grassy aromas of S emillon, perfectly complementing the rich peach and
rockmelon flavours of Chardonnay.

€25.00

SAUVIGNON BLANC - SANTA RITA - CHILE
Intense aroma of
of ripe fruits, citric notes and an elegant light herbaceous end
characterize this wine. It has a fresh pleasant balance with a concentrated,
mature and lingering finish.
finish.
CHENIN BLANC – SIMONSIG – SOUTH AFRICA

Full

€26.00

Half

€15.00

The tropical
tropical flavours of this bright straw coloured wine leaps from the glass.
On the nose the wine shows intense tropical fruit salad flavours, with
beautiful hints of apricot, ripe pears and kiwi fruit. On the palate it shows
freshness with a natural acidity, intense
int ense fruit flavours and a lingering fresh
finish.
finish.
LA CONSULTA RESERVA TORRONTES FINCA LA CELIA - ARGENTINA €28.00
Enticing aromas with hints of peach pit, flowers, and orange citrus fruit. On the palate
it has a beautiful structure and acidity along with enticing fruit flavours that keep you
coming back for another sip and plenty of body for. Fruity, floral and yet still quite
dry wine.

SAUVIGNON BLANC - MOUNT NELSON - NEW ZELAND

€32.00

Clear and bright with pale green and straw highlights. Gooseberry and passion
fruit aromas with freshly cut grass notes and a faint undercurrent of citrus
blossom. Concentrated
Concentrat ed and intense, the wine shows gooseberry, passion fruit
and stonestone -fruit flavours with a hint of lime.

ROSÉ WINES
BLUSH ROSÉ D.O.K. - CAMILLERI WINES - MALTA

€20.00

A fusion of locally grown Syrah and Merlot grapes give this wine an enticing
fragrance of fresh strawberries and lightly floral breeze.
ROSÉ D’ANJOU – LANGLOISE CHATEAUX - FRANCE

€28.00

Clear, pale pinkpink-lemonade colour. Delicious herbal and strawberry aroma
notes; dry, full and tart flavour, follows the nose, surprisingly mouthmouth-filling and
and
long for a rosé.
rosé .
ZINFANDEL WOODBRIDGE – ROBERT MONDAVI – U.S.A.
A delicate, low alcohol, slightly sweet pinkpink-colored wine. The nose is filled
with red apples, raspberries and orange blossom, with hints of cashew. The
palate is slightly sweet, with summer fruits and cranberries.

€28.00

MALTESE RED WINES
PALATINO CABERNET SAUVIGNON - CAMILLERI WINES

Full

€20.00

Half

€14.00

This Cabernet Sauvignon offers classic, intense aromas of blackcurrant and
cassis with traces of mulberry.
mulberry. The palate is
is tannic, fullfull-bodied and muscular
with jammy notes of berries and green pepper.
PALATINO TEMPRANILLO - CAMILLERI WINES

€20.00

Locally grown Tempranillo offers aromas of strawberry syrup with elements
of wild thyme and a vibrant ripe strawberry mediummedium-bodied palate with
undertones of plum. Youthful and tasty, it is a red wine especially suited for
the summer months.
LA TORRE GELLEWZA, SHIRAZ - MARSOVIN

€18.00

A medium bodied, fruity red wine with abundant aromas of soft, ripe fruit.
The Gellewza, an
an indigenous Maltese grape, softens the spiciness of the
Shiraz, revealing ripe levels of rounded tannins and fruitiness that make this
wine easy drinking with a typically earthy, mineral hint.
CARAVAGGIO MERLOT - MARSOVIN

€20.00

A medium bodied, dry
dry red wine with a purple, ruby colour with a red soft fruit
character of plums and raspberries, combined with ripe soft velvety tannins.
CHEVAL FRANC D.O.K. - MARSOVIN

€33.00

A mediummedium-bodied wine, with a peppery herbaceous aroma, typical of the
Cabernet
Cabe rnet Franc variety, which dominates this wine.
FENICI MERLOT SYRAH – MERIDIANA

€24.00

cherry--plum together with the
This wine has a combination of the soft, ripe, cherry
peppery spice flavours
NEXUS - MERIDIANA

€35.00

Made exclusively from Merlot grapes,
grapes, Nexus is characterised by soft, ripe
cherrycherry-plum flavours which are enhanced by careful maturation in barrique.
barrique .
BEL SYRAH – MERIDIANA
Made exclusively from Syrah grapes, Bel is characterised by silky, prune and
peppery spice flavours which
which are enhanced by careful maturation in barrique.
barrique.

€42.00

OLD WORLD RED WINES
FRANCE
€24.00

CHATEAU TURCAUD - PETIT CHATEAU - BORDEAUX
70% Merlot and 30% Cabernet Sauvignon, this classic red Bordeaux has a
beautiful garnet colour with aromas of cloves, blackberries
blackberries and red fruits. On
the palate it is fresh and fruity with balanced tannins and a lasting taste.

€25.00

COTES DU RHÔNE - F. JEANET - RHONE VALLEY
This remarkably smooth wine has flavours and aromas of blackberries, cherries
and both fresh and dried
d ried plums. A surprising aftertaste of chocolate and just a
hint of violets that lingers long on the palate.
Full

€25.00

Half

€15.00

BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES - GEORGES DUBOEUF - BURGUNDY
An intense brilliant cherry colour with purplish tints. Complete
Complete nose with
forest berry aromas. A smooth wine with fine tannins, harmonious and
complete.
CHATEAU FONBEL ‘GRAN CRU’ - ST. EMILION

€59.00

Deep ruby red colour with purplish highlights becomes garnet over time. The
nose is redolent of cherry, Morello cherry and subtle hints of oak and vanilla.
CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE
‘TELEGRAMME’ - DOM. LA VIEUX TELEGRAPHE - RHONE VALLEY

€65.00

This ChâteauneufChâteauneuf-dudu-Pape is seriously dominated by Grenache, which confers
very singular suppleness and roundness. A dry red wine with intense aromas of
black fruit like black cherry and blackberry followed by spicy aromas like black
pepper and liquorice which are supported by a medium body and medium
tannins.
GEVREY CHAMBERTIN – BENJAMIN LEROUX - BURGUNDY
Fine, medium red. Graceful bouquet of soft red fruits, suggests a most
attractive wine, while the palate delivers an extra degree of density and a
beautiful freshness to the finish. Very harmonious, altogether a beautifully put
together GevreyGevrey-Chambertin wine, from one of the premier sites in Burgundy.

€85.00

ITALY
€23.00

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO – SALVALAI - VENETO
Medium bodied, with tempting layers of ripe plums, berries and red cherries
and just the right hint of spiciness.
spiciness. This
This wine sits comfortably on the palate.
palate.

€27.00

NERO D’ AVOLA ‘SEDARA’ - DONNAFUGATA - SICILY
A lively, ruby red wine with tinges of garnet. The nose is intense with notes of
tobacco and spices, complemented by an underlying mineral sensation. On
the palate it is very balanced with red fruits, blackberries
blackberries and cherries coming
through. The acidity in this wine allows it to have a persistent finish, and it will
pair well with pasta and red sauce, red meats and tuna.
CHIANTI – RUFFINO - TOSCANA

Full

€29.00

Half

€17.00

This Chianti has an intense
intense ruby red colour and a powerful bouquet. It has a
clean dry palate with a wonderful structural harmony making it an excellent
accompaniment to poultry white meats and lightly flavoured red meat dishes.
ROSSO TOSCANA – VILLA ANTINORI - TUSCANY

€35.00

Made from grapes carefully selected in Marchese Antinori’s best Tuscan
vineyards. After ageing for 12 months in French, American and Hungarian oak
barriques, the wine matures for a further eight months in the bottle. This is a
complex, wellwell-structured wine with soft, stylish tannins.
BAROLO – MARCHESI DI BAROLO - PIEDMONT
GarnetGarnet-red in colour with ruby shades. An intense perfume with clean scents
of spices, vanilla, roasted hazelnuts, liquorices, cacao and wild rose.
A full, elegant flavour,
flavour, austere and goodgood -bodied, with recurring olfactory
sensations. The hints of spices and of wood blend perfectly. Thanks to its big
structure, this wine combines exceptionally well with main courses of red
meats, braised dishes and game in general. An ideal accompaniment for
cheeses.

€65.00

SPAIN
€36.00

RIOJA RISERVA – MARQUES DE RISCAL - RIOJA
This deep ruby red wine has cherries, raspberries and oak flavours and aromas.
The wine is packed with soft tannins that are happily balanced with good fruit
and body leading
leading to a powerful wine with a taste that can match game and
heavily spiced foods, as well as piquant dishes and strong cheeses.
TINTA DE TORO

€49.00

BODEGAS FARINA GRAN COLIEGIATA CAMPUS - TORO
off complexity and
A muscle bound yet elegant, modern Tinta de Toro full o
everything that Toro has to offer. Intense fruit flavours (cherry, red berry
fruits) with violets, spice and liquorice blended seemlessly together with
vanilla, smoke and tobacco notes.

LEBANON
LES BRETECHES – CHATEAU KEFRAYA – LEBANON
Aroma is of brick dust and freshly tilled earth, dried cherries, and cocoa
powder. Rough tannins hover across the early and midmid -palate and linger on
the moderately long finish. Beneath the tannins, dried cherry and clove notes
add to a profile that is surprisingly light and freshened by plenty of acidity.

Full

€30.00

Half

€20.00

NEW WORLD RED WINES
MERLOT - SANTA RITA - CHILE

€25.00

This wine shows fragrant aromas of fresh
fre sh strawberry, plum and vanilla,
followed by a hint of dried herbs which
which are supported by soft tannins and a
pleasing note of oak.
oak.
CARMENERE – MARQUES DE CASA CONCHA- CHILE

€30.00

Dark and deep red. It has a classic Carmenere profile of intense dark plums,
black currants, and dark chocolate. It is moderate in tannins which
which are soft
and finely ground. A powerfully intense wine with flavours to match gamey
dishes and heavy sauces made from Chile’s signature grape.
MALBEC – BODEGA NORTON - ARGENTINA

€26.00

Rich dusky red in color. Sweet and spacious aromas reminding of
of black
pepper. Fruity on the palate, with sweet and harmonious tannins.
SHIRAZ ‘BIN 555’ - WYNDHAM ESTATES – AUSTRALIA

€29.00

Initially it’s quite soft, sweet and rounded, with aromatic menthol, cherry
plum, clove and cedar nuances. The finish is dry with good tannin, making this
wine an excellent all rounder. When young it definitely benefits from a few
minutes of aeration prior to drinking.
PINOTAGE – SIMONSIG – SOUTH AFRICA
This dark Persian red’s display of primary fruits reflects the varietal in its
untouched state. The aromas of sweet red berries and cherries create an
exploding entrance where subtle pockets of blackcurrant and smooth silky
tannins ensure a capturing grand finale.
finale .

€30.00

DESSERT WINES
DOLCE VITA LATE HARVEST - CAMILLERI WINES - MALTA

€22.00

This blend of locallylocally-grown Sauvignon Blanc and Viognier offer an enticing
syrupy aroma of stewed apples. On the palate one finds a soft seductive
sweetness which reinforces the apple notes, yet this wine is further enriched
by a full fruit
fruit basket of aromas.
MOSCATEL LATE HARVEST - SANTA RITA - CHILE

€23.00

This wine has an intense brilliant yellowyellow-green colou
colour. It’
It ’s delicate aroma,
dominated by ripe fruits such as lime, and quince,
quince , mingles with a subtle floral
background. On the palate
palate it is fruity, delicate and elegant. It’
It ’s balance
between acidity and sweetness provides an opulent and persistent finish.
PASSITO DI PANTELLERIA – DUCA DI CASTELMONTE - ITALY

€35.00

This delightful wine comes from some of the southernmost vineyards in
Europe. Notes of honey and dried apricots dominate the palate. It is a smooth
sweet wine that is balanced with a healthy acidity that keeps your mouth
fresh. A wine of typical Italian character.
TOKAJI - BARON BORNEMISZA - HUNGARY
This is a very
very special wine, with a rich sweetness that is unrivalled. It is only
made during extraordinary vintages, when climactic conditions are perfect.
Only three or four vintages per decade are produced in this way. It is goldengoldenamber in colour, with a spicy bouquet.
bouquet. Honey is the dominant flavou
flavour in the
mouth with hints of toast and herbal tea.

€89.00

MALTESE SPARKLING WINES
€40.00

CASSAR DE MALTE BRUT - MARSOVIN
Malta's only Brut created entirely using the 'Methode Traditionnelle.' It owes
its character & finesse
finesse to the Chardonnay grapes harvested in Wardija Valley
Estate and to a minimum of 12 to 24 months maturing on the yeast lees in the
bottle. Its bouquet is typically complex with lingering floral & fruity notes.

ITALIAN SPARKLING WINES
€25.00

PROSECCO DEL VENETO I.G.T. – FILIPPETTI – VENETO
Straw yellow with greenish reflections,
reflections, with a fine and persistent perlage.
perlage . Very
fresh with fruity notes.
notes. This Prosecco is well balanced, full with a pleasant
aftertaste. Ideal as an aperitif or with light dishes.

€25.00

MOSCATO BIANCO V.S.Q. - FILIPPETTI
Straw yellow with a fine and persistent perlage. The bouquet is aromatic,
fruity, delicate and fine. A classic with desserts but also enjoyable as an
aperitif.
aperitif.

CHAMPAGNES
€240.00

DOM PÉRIGNON BRUT
In its constant quest for the ultimate balance between Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay, the Dom Pérignon style traces a complex structure made up of
aroma and sensations. S ilky smooth, light as air and full of sensuality. Here, the
assemblage is far more than a standard
standard procedure, it is an exciting challenge
which gives its uniqueness to each bottle of Dom Pérignon.
Pérignon.
TAITTINGER BRUT RÉSERVE

Full

€85.00

Half

€45.00

This Champagne has been aged for 4 years in a cellar, were it achieves it’s
it ’s
optimal maturity and well developed potential. This champagne is very
expressive on the nose, exuding aromas of peach, white flower and vanilla
pods. It is best drunk as an aperitif or with an evening meal.
TAITTINGER NOCTURNE SEC

€115.00

The wine is aged on yeast for
for at least 4 years before being “disgorged”.
“disgorged”. A
dosage of 18g of cane sugar is then added. This dosage, combined with the
rounded quality and maturity of the wine,
wine , gives it a highly distinctive body
and smoothness,
smoothness, making it the perfect champagne to enjoy late in the
evening.
evening.
TAITTINGER BRUT PRESTIGE ROSÉ
The perfect champagne for both early and late evening.
evening. The colour is brilliant
pink, shimmering and intense. The bubbles are fine and the mousse is
persistent. On the nose, this champagne is satisfyingly intense, both fresh and
young. It gives off aromas of fresh crushed forest berries making it a subtle
wine with flavours of fresh fruit
fruit .

€127.00

